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JOHN N~xo~. 
XXI I .  On a Property o.f the Parabola. By J. W.  LunBocx, 
Esq., lv.R.S.t 
I N the 8th volume of Gergonne's Annales de Mathdma- tiques, p. 9, M. Poncelet has given the following theorem : 
" Un triangle &ant eirconscrit ~ une parabole, si on lui 
circonscrit ~ son tour une circonf~rence d  cercle, elle passera 
necessairement par le foyer m~me de la courbe." 
See also a paper by M. Steiner in the 19th volume of the 
same work. 
The proofs which have been given of this elegant property 
of the parabola are indirect, and however ingenious they 
may be, it seems desirable to show how the theorem in ques- 
tion may be deduced immediately from the equation to the 
curve. The general methods of analytical geometry may be 
deemed incomplete and imperfect while they do not embrace 
questions of this nature, and their great advantage is liable to 
be overlooked. 
Let A B C be a triangle, and let xl, ~/l, x~, 24a, x3, 2/s, be 
the coordinates of the points A, B, C. I proposeto prove 
that if the lines A B, B C, A C touch a parabola the focus of 
the parabola is in the circumference of the circumscribing 
circle A B C. 
The equation to any straight line passing through given 
points (xl, yl), (x~, y~) is 
#1-Y~ (xl-xO. 
Y--Y~ -- x 1 -  x~ 
The equation to the tangent pas~ing through the point 
(xl, Yl) and touching a curve in the point (x, y) is 
dy  (x _ Xl)" 
This equation is generally given for rectangular coordinates 
* This height is probably inclusive of the Beacon hillock. 
¢ Communicated by the Author. 
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Mr. Lubbock on a Property of the Parabola. 101 
only, but the reasoning by which it is established is equally 
applicable to coordinates inclined to each other at any angle. 
Let 31" -~ 2px be the equation to a parabola referred to 
any coordinuate axes O x, Off oblique or rectangular. 
31 = V q, x = P V, p = 2 S P. (See Bridge's Conic Sec- 
tions, p. 15.) 
d____~ = p 311--31~ 
dx 3t -- x1--5~' 
if the tangent passes through (x I , Yt), (x2,312). 
Yl-Y~ P (xl--x2)~ 
= ~ (5 ,~2-~y, )  0.) 
Similarly, 
p (x3-x,P 
Y3-Y , -  2 (x3y,-x, y3) (2,) 
Y2-Y3 = ~ (x2y3_x~y~)- (3.) 
By making the diameter of the parabola O x pass through 
the point A, I may hereafter makeyl ---- 0, without limiting 
the generality of the question. Subtracting (2.) from (1.); 
= P-- (2 . ,  -23 -~)  (x~ -x~)  
2 
p (x3 + x~} (x~ - x0 (x3y2- x~ys-  x, Y3 - 2, Y2) 
= 231 1 (2 2 ~/a--2331~) (21312--22311--X1313-1-28311) (4.) 
Hence if.~l ----- 0 
xa+x~--~ 0 or xa- -x  ~ = 0 
or x3y2--x231aT x131s--x1312 = O. 
In the second case 312--31a = 0 ; and since x a -- x2, .Ya = 31~ 
the points (x~, 31~), (x3, ~s), coincide and are identical; in 
the third case the points (x~, 311), (xe, Ye), (xs, Ya) are in tho 
same straight line ; it is useless therefore to consider these cases, 
and it is sufficient o take the first case only, namely, when 
311 ---- O, and xa T x 2 ---- O. 
Let X, Y be the coordinates of the centre and R the ra- 
dius of the circumscribing circle passing throngh the points 
(x, ,  311), (x2,31~) (xs ,313), then by the equation to the circle, 
( . , -xE+(31 , -  ~+2 (x , -x )  (~ , -  r )  cos 531 = R~ 
(~-x ) ,+ (31~- Y)~+ 2 (~2-x)  (31~- Y) cos 531 = R ~. 
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102 Mr. Lubbock on a Property oj" the Parabola. 
Subtracting the latter equation from the former, I find an 
equation which may be written as follows: 
(x, + ~,~- 2 x )  (x , -~+ (~,-y~) cos xy) 
+Lul+y~-2 Y) (y, -y2+ (x,-x~) coszy) = o. 
Substituting in this equation for 91--98 its value 
P (xl--x~)e (See 101). -~ & l~-x~O'  P" 
and dividing by x 1-x~, 
P (x~-x~) cos x~) (x~ +x~-2  X) (x~y~-x~y, + -~- 
o, 
which equation may be written in the form 
{x, +x~+xa+ -~ x 
+ (3t1 +y~ + ~a-2 Y) cos xy} (xL~-x~3tl) 
+~ { {(Xx + X~)COSX.y--2 Y - 2 Xcosxy}(x, +x~)+ xl.y, --x~Y~} 
(Xs+y a cosxy) (x,y~--x~y,) = O. (5.) 
and also by symmetry, since file three points (x,,$,,), (x~,2J j ,  
(xa, 21a) are similarly related, 
{x~+ xa+x~ + --~ --2X 
+(y~+~a+.~, -~ Y) cosx~u} (x~8 --x~.~) 
+ ~{{(x~+ys) cosxy--,y_,Xeosxy}(x~--xa)+x,y~--xay3} 
--(x~ +.~ cos x31) (x~y3-xa3t~) = o (6.). 
{(a 's+x,+x,  + ~ - 'X  
+ (ga+3q +3t~-~ Y) cos x3t} (xsy~ -x ,  3~a) 
- (x~ +y~ cos x3t) (xa3q--x~g~) = O. 
Adding together the three last equations, many terms de- 
stroy each other, and 
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Mr. Lubbock on a Propert9 of the Parabola. 103 
{x,+x~+x3+ P - -2X+ (y,+y~+ ys--2 Y) cosxy} 
[Xly~--x~y,+xsy~--x~ys+x~y3--xsy~} = O. (7.) 
Unless the three points (xl ,yl)  , (x2,u~),(xa,y3) are in 
the same straight line 
P - -~X +(y~+2]~+ys--~ Y )cosxy  = 0. (8.) ,l:l -~- X2 -~- 373 - } - 
This equation is general, but simplifications result if y, ---- 0 ; 
(which supposition does not limit the generality of the solu- 
tion of the problem proposed ;) and in this case by p. 101, line 
18, x~+x a = 0, x 2 ---- --xa, equation (8.) becomes 
-~ - -  2 X + (Y2 + 3ta - -  2 Y) cos xy  = 0. (9.) Xl  + 
and by equation (7.) ,  
0. (to.) 
I f  Ax ~ + Bxu + C2] ~ + Dx + Ey  + F - -  O, 
is the equation to any carve of the second order, the free re- 
sult generally from the intersection of the lines whose equa- 
tions are, 
(lie--4 AC) (x~--~)+(2B E--4 DC)x - - (2B  D--4EA) y 
+E~--4  CF--D~+4 AF  = O. 
(B~--4AC) (x~--2]~)+(B D- -2AC)x+(BD- -2  DC)y 
+ 2BF- -  ED- .  {(B~--4A C) 2] ~ + (2BD--4AE)3/  
+D~--4  A E} cos x2] = o. (See Phil. Mag. Aug. 1831.) 
If the equation to the curve is 2]~ ---- 2p x, in which case 
A = 0, B = 0, C= 1, D = - -2p ,  JE = 0, F= 0, i t i s  
easy to deduce from the equations given above, or to prove 
Otherwise, that the focus results from the intersection of the 
straight lines whose equations are x = P ,  and 21 = - -P  cos x3/. 
Let x4,ou 4 denote the coordinates of the intersection of the 
circumscribing circle passing through (x t , y~), (x~, 2]~), (xa,2]a) 
with the line p 
~¢= ~-,  x4 =p • 
In order to prove that the circle passes through the focus 
of the parabola it is sufficient to show that 2]4 = - -T  cos xy. 
By the equation to the circle 
(xl--X)~+ Y~--2(x l - -X  ) Ycosxy =1~ 
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104 Mr. Rudge on the Position 
Sincey~ -- O. Subtracting the latter equation from the former 
( X"-}-~P2 - -2X) (x l  P2 Yac°sxff) 
which equation may be written as follows :
(x , - -P ) (x~ + P- -2X- -2Ycosxy)  
-p  cos xy  (Y + X cos xy) 
--(~ya+ joeosxz¢) (274--2 Y -2  Xeosxy)  = 0. 
By equation (9.) 
x,+ ~p - -2  +X(y~+y~- -2  Y) cosxy---- 0; hence 
2 
-- (y4+pcosxy)  (y4--2 Y- -  2 Xcosxy)  = 0. 
Also by equation (10.) 
(x, -p )  (Y~+Ya)+ p(Y+Xcos  xy) = O; hence 
(if4 -Fjo COS x..y) (y4--2 Y--2 Xcos xy) = 0 
Y4 ~-- -  - -  P COS Zy, or 274 = 2 Y + 2 X cos xy, 
and it is evident that the circumscribing circle passes through 
the focus of the parabola. 
XXI I I .  On the Position of the South Magnetic Pole. By 
EDWARD RUDGE, Esq., F.tLS., S.A., L.S. 3y H.S.'* 
T HE experiments detailed by Captain James Clark Ross, R.N., &e., which led to the important discovery of the 
north magnetic pole, and which are published in the Phil()- 
sophical Transactions for the year 1834, suggested tc) me as 
an object of interesting inquiry, whether any similar affection 
of the horizontal magnetic needle had ever been noticed by 
any former navigator of the southern hemisphere, from which 
an approach to the magnetic south pole could be surmised. 
No such appearances seem to have been observed by Anson, 
or any one after him ; but prior to his circumnavigation f the 
globe, Captain Abel Tasman, who was appointed for the dis- 
covery of southern countries by direction of the Dutch East 
India Company, sailed from Batavia with two vessels on the 
Read before the Royal Society, Feb. 19, 1835; and now communi- 
cated by the Author. 
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